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Abstract—Despite providing a publicly accessible definition of novelty, the United State’s Patents and Trademarks Office (USPTO) receives tens of thousands of non-compliant utility applications every year. This paper provides information regarding the non-linear correlations between a patent application’s data and its novelty, and describes a model which predicts whether a patent will be approved.

I. Introduction

What is novelty? New inventions and ideas significantly shape the world we see today. A lot of research is carried out to understand the quintessence behind all these brilliant human creations. There exist different ways to describe novelty. In this paper, we will use patents to assess novelty. It is evident that novelty have a close correlation with patents. In fact, a patent application can be approved only if it contains novelty and if it is not obvious. This analysis will aim to extract the idea of novelty by examining the decision issued by the United States patent office. This problem is called novelty detection in literature [1].

After the Obama administration’s Open Government Agreement, the Public Patent Application Information Retrieval system (Public PAIR) data has become more readily available to researchers and other stakeholders [2]. Thanks to this, there are plentiful data available to analyze patents. On the contrary, it requires a lot of effort to select and organize the features related to novelty due to the gigantic amount of data.

By leveraging the data contained in the Patent Examinations, Office Actions [3], and Patent Claims [4] datasets, we build neural networks based on the reconstruction-based method of novelty detection [1]. This idea allows us to verify novelty by a machine classifier. Ideally, we want to analyze different aspects of applications, extracting information from an application’s meta-data and claims with the help of our classifier model.

Due to the complexity of the patenting system, it is not unusual (Fig. 1) that inventors unknowingly retrace existing creations or that attorneys/agents in charge of the application on the inventors’ behalf do not perform the due diligence in its entirety. These mistakes lead to the submission of non-compliant applications, which are rejected, and comprise the Office Actions dataset with their grounds for rejection.

Additionally, thanks to the advance of natural language processing techniques, researchers [5], [6] have unlocked previously unavailable features. Especially, we are able to extract the meaning behind the textual description of each patent as quantitative values. This allows us to integrate patent claims into consideration since they are critical to distinguish different patents.

By pairing inventor-side and USPTO-side data, it is possible to create an enriched profile associated with each application and infer meaningful remarks by observing how parts of this profile correlate to novelty. For this purpose, a variety of neural networks are used to learn non-linear relationships, and conclusions are obtained by varying and interpreting the set of input variables.

Section II explains the feature engineering process. Section III expands on the use of machine learning models, their selected structure, and the underlying reasoning. Section IV concludes by delineating the results obtained by the analysis, their interpretation, and possible alternative approaches.
II. Features

The incompleteness and heterogeneity of the datasets provided by the USPTO pose significant challenges in distilling a subset to be used as valid features for the classification task. Not all patent applications published by the USPTO contain the list of inventors, attorneys, and the list of patent claims. Therefore, the analysis was restricted only to those patent applications that contain all the information mentioned above.

A. Data selection

Our analysis was carried out on patent applications that were revised in the period between 2010 and 2015. This was due to the incompleteness of the Office Action dataset.

As for the approved patents, we took all those for which the list of inventors, attorneys, and patent claims was available. As for rejected applications, we considered only those rejected for non-novelty (rejection code 102), for which the list of inventors, attorneys, and patent claims was available. Given that the USPTO can issue non-final rejections, inventors are allowed to modify the content of submitted applications, in substance or form, to meet the criteria of non-obviousness and novelty. Approved applications that were first rejected at an early stage for non-novelty were removed from the approved applications and retained only among those rejected.

We generated features containing information about the inventors and attorneys who prosecuted the patent applications by combining the research datasets mentioned in the previous section. It is reasonable to assume that based on the professional history of inventors, the number of previously approved patents and the approval rate of applications may influence the outcome of new applications. The same is true for attorneys. More experienced attorneys will tend to produce higher-quality written patents.

For each application, we computed the number of attorneys and inventors and their respective number of applications. This data refers to the entire period 2010-2015.

The table contains all the features that we extracted for each patent application.

B. Patent claims

Patent claims concisely and clearly formulate statements that explain what the invention consists of and the protection that is being claimed. They are important references in the prosecution and litigation process, and they influence the quality of a patent application. Therefore, patent claims can be used to distinguish one patent from another, thus potentially leading to ultimately understand the essence of each patent.

Despite the satisfying property that patent claims seem to characterize each patent well, there are still some difficulties to analyze the dataset containing the patent claims. The first challenge is the method to represent patent claims, as sentences, by quantitative data. Fortunately, the strict format and precise word choices for patent claims ameliorates the performance to apply existing word embedding tools, resulting better performance compare to other NLP tasks. This analysis uses Doc2Vec models to represent patent claims with word vectors. Doc2Vec model is a more generalized approach based on Word2Vec and can represent arbitrary documents (long sentences) using a vector with a pre-assigned length. It was also shown to be a good way to represent patent claims in some precedent works.

Within our targeted dataset, each application has 18 claims, on average. Combining that there are about 1.6 million applications in our targeted dataset, the amount of text is enormous. Therefore, a sample of 10% of the dataset was taken to train the Doc2Vec model. The dimension of the output vector was chosen to be 450, since USPTO classify patents into 450 classes.

Eventually, we computed the vector representation of the patent claims and the number of words, and used those as features for the classification task (studies shown that the number of words contained in the patent claims seems to be correlated with the approval rate).

III. Method

A naive way to compute the novelty of a patent application is to compare its vector representation with all the previously approved patents. This is the distance-based approach of novelty detection. One can claim a new patent application is novel if there’s no existing patents similar enough to the new one. Several studies already used this method. But the downside is that it is unfeasible to calculate word vectors for all the patents in the history, and performing a traversal comparison would have time complexity of \(O(N^2)\), with \(N\) being the number of approved patents in history.

According to the reconstruction-based method of novelty detection, we aim to detect novelty by training a classifier. Often, this approach is not feasible due to the lack of proper novelty labels on various applications. However, in our case, we took advantage of the non-novelty rejections issued by USPTO, so that we have labels to novel applications as approved and non-novel applications as rejected for non-novelty. The aim is to build a neural network which can classify whether

1Definition from Swiss Federal Institute of Intellectual Property.

2See USPTO Claim Drafting, 2019.
Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>application_number</td>
<td>(will not be used for NN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>approved</td>
<td>1 if approved, 0 if rejected for non-novelty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>examiner_art_unit</td>
<td>Art unit of the examiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventors_count</td>
<td>Number of inventors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventors_avg_patents</td>
<td>Average number of patents per inventors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attorney_count</td>
<td>Number of attorneys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attorney_avg_patents</td>
<td>Average number of patents per attorney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A patent application will be approved. That means that the model is able to identify whether a patent application contains novelty or not.

Two slightly different neural networks were trained, one with a single hidden layer, as previous literature in the field [10], [11] states that tabular data can be handled properly even by low-complexity models, and one with four hidden layers, as a comparison benchmark in each step of the analysis.

Training and testing were performed with an incremental number of features, starting only with subsets from the set described in Section I-A, then adding USPTO-side information, such as examiner_art_unit embedded with a one hot encoding, as proposed in [12]. As final addition, vector representation of the patent claims were added. In the first step, performance obtained by a boosted trees model was used as additional comparison metric. Attorney and inventor information required 4 input nodes, the encoded version of examiner_art_unit an additional 660, and claim-related features 451.

The dataset was stripped of dates, so the period of analysis was considered as a homogeneous set. From this whole, an 80-20 train-test split was used at all steps of the experiment.

IV. Results

A. Metrics

Contrary to what was hypothesized, both the neural networks and the tree model showed no correlation between input and output when fed with attorney and inventor-related features. The obtained model was comparable with a random classifier, with precision and recall valued at 0.5. Adding the embedded examiner_art_unit showed a significant increase in performance, improving accuracy to 64%. The last step of the analysis, which consisted of adding the word embeddings for all patent claims, did not improve the two neural network models.

B. Results Interpretation

The first step of the evaluation reported no statistical patterns. This goes against the field’s literature [10], [13], [14], in which inventors are used as a proxy for human resources. Such erroneous results could be mitigated by implementing a more rigorous data grouping approach, increasing the accuracy of informative content in data by only counting previous interactions with the USPTO. This facet is lost in the study due to the ripple effect of simplifications made during the data cleaning phase.

Adding art unit-related information brought the most significant improvement to the study. The related features showed an imbalance in different art unit approval rates, confirmed by testing the model on unseen data. The vectorized claims, which were hypothesized to be the most information-rich feature, struggled to improve performance in the two models. This was most likely due to the shallowness of the neural networks proposed, and the authors encourage testing the features with deep structures to exploit their full potential.

V. Summary

This paper described a way to assess novelty by analyzing patent applications. Firstly, we analyzed and merged several research datasets provided by USPTO to build a meaningful subset to build a classification model. Secondly, we used Word2Vec to create a vector representation of the patent claims. Finally, we incrementally fed neural networks with distinct subsets of features to predict whether a patent application would be approved. This research is the starting point to analyze further some machine learning techniques that researchers can carry out on the dataset we built to improve the overall performance. In addition, the results, the insights, and the information we have found on patent-related datasets can be used for future research in this area.
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